VARLOC
Wondrous Magic and Brutal Battles for the Color Computer
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INTRODUCTION

In the wondrous dimension of magic, a battle rages between the forces of good and evil. Take the sinister wizard, VARLOC. Using his superior intellect and magical powers, VARLOC has enlisted ruthless and fearless warriors to establish himself as absolute ruler.

VARLOC's faithful warriors are a wrathful Witch, an undisciplined Sorcerer's Apprentice, a malevolent Minotaur, a duo of adept Archers, 2 nefarious Knights, 4 disappearing Dwarfs, and a quartet of terrible Trolls. These formidable foes are ready to sacrifice their existence to protect VARLOC, their master and lord. You, the benevolent Wizard, fighting for the forces of good, have a matching legion to defend the realm.

In an ultimate act of defiance, VARLOC openly dares anyone to match forces in a struggle of mind, muscle, and magic. He has devised a scenario in which to unleash his powers and test his warrior's abilities.

If you decide to take on VARLOC and his legion of warriors, first, you must meet them in a test of mental powers on a game board. There, shift your intellect to high gear and place your own warriors in strategic positions while countering VARLOC's moves. (Each warrior is allowed only certain moves.) Then, you can challenge any of VARLOC's warriors for possession of a square. When you do, the contending warriors are immediately transported to a floating battlefield. This is where keen reflexes and clever tactics can pull you through.

Every warrior is endowed with certain offensive and defensive powers. Beware of the Archer's deadly aim, the Minotaur's jolting ram, the Knight's swift sword, and don't underestimate the tricky Dwarf and his disappearing act. VARLOC and his Witch are capable of transforming into beastly monsters — like a brutal bat, a gargantuan spider, and a slippery and highly poisonous snake. You and your Witch also have the same powers. VARLOC and the Sorcerer's Apprentice can also change into any of the other warriors, as can you and your Sorcerer's Apprentice.

To make this surreal scenario even more fantastic, there is a hidden, magical Gem that gives enormous energy to the fortunate warrior who uncovers it. The Gem possessor can destroy the Wizard with a single blow!

The only glimmer of hope to defeat VARLOC rests with you. VARLOC's challenge stands, and he awaits your answer . . .
Required Equipment

To play VARLOC, you need the following equipment:

- A Color Computer with 64K of memory (RAM)
- A TV (color recommended)
- A Color Computer Disk Drive
- A joystick

Optional Equipment

The following equipment provides sound during play:

- Multi-Pak Interface
- Sound/Speech Cartridge

Loading VARLOC

Before loading VARLOC, be sure that the disk drive and TV are properly connected to the Color Computer. The joystick must be connected to the RIGHT joystick connector on the back of the Color Computer. If you are using the Multi-Pak Interface and the Sound/Speech Cartridge, make sure that these are also properly connected.

1. Turn on the computer and any peripheral equipment.
2. Insert the VARLOC diskette into the disk drive.
3. If you have Disk BASIC Version 1.0, type:
   \[ \text{RUN} \ "*" \ \text{(ENTER)} \]
   If you have Disk BASIC Version 1.1 (or greater), type:
   \[ \text{DOS} \ \text{(ENTER)} \]

The VARLOC startup screen and copyright message appear. Then, one by one, the VARLOC Warriors march to the fore in an awesome display of fierceness and bravado.

To begin the game, press the fire button. Now, the VARLOC game board appears. Your Wizard and warriors are located at the bottom of the screen; VARLOC's, at the top. (To see the way the warriors look on the board and on the battlefield, see the Appendix.)

Answer the NAME? question (at the bottom left corner of the screen) by typing as many as 8 characters, and then pressing \[ \text{ENTER} \].
PLAYING VARLOC

Playing VARLOC consists of moving your warriors around the board with the ultimate objective of challenging and destroying the computer’s Wizard. As in chess, each warrior has certain “allowed” moves. (Refer to the section “The Warriors” for a detailed description of each warrior’s allowed moves and special powers.)

VARLOC starts when you make an allowed move with one of your warriors. To move a warrior, you “mark” both the warrior and its desired destination. Mark a warrior by placing the flashing square over the warrior with the joystick and then pressing the fire button. (As you move the joystick over your warriors, a message at the bottom shows the player’s and the warrior’s names.) After you mark a warrior, a shade appears over it. To mark the warrior’s destination, move the flashing square to an allowed position, and press the fire button again. Immediately, the marked warrior appears in the new position.

Note: If you mark an illegal move, the computer ignores it and “unmarks” both the warrior and the destination. You can then try again.

After you make your move, VARLOC analyzes the board and then makes his move. This sequence (you make a move, VARLOC makes a move) continues until you meet your opponent in a square and challenge one another for its possession. When that happens, the screen changes into the battlefield and you are face to face with your adversary.

The Gem

At the start of each VARLOC game, a magical Gem is hidden randomly in one of the empty board squares. The Warrior who happens to land in that square or take possession of it through a confrontation is immediately endowed with great power. When a warrior lands on the square where the Gem is hidden, the word, GEM, flashes on the lower right corner of the screen.

If one of your warriors takes possession of the Gem, VARLOC will not know this until a confrontation occurs.

By the same token, when one of VARLOC’s warriors takes possession of the Gem, you have no way of knowing that until you confront the Gem possessor in battle. A warrior possessing the Gem can destroy the Wizard with a single hit.
The Battlefield

The battlefield, a floating, desolate plane, provides the backdrop for the inevitable confrontation between 2 warriors. A careless or nervous warrior can actually fall off the edge and plummet to a sure death.

Upon entering the battlefield, use all your warrior’s abilities as described in “The Warriors”) to destroy your opponent.

To assist you in defeating the adversary, the lower section of the screen shows a radar that pinpoints your opponent’s location as a flashing dot. Your location is indicated by the “V” shape. Your name, and your warrior’s name appear on the left side of the radar. If your warrior is capable of changing into other creatures, the name of the creature also shows. Your adversary’s name appears on the right side of the radar. When a warrior that possesses the Gem enters the battlefield, a flashing Gem appears next to the player’s name.
On each side of the radar is a vertical bar that indicates the strength of both warriors. The vertical bar on the left indicates your strength. The vertical bar on the right displays your opponent’s strength. When you hit and damage your opponent, the bar on the right side of the radar reflects a loss in strength by becoming shorter. Similarly, when you are hit, the bar on the left becomes shorter.

The battle is over when one warrior’s strength is exhausted. At that point, the board returns to the screen, and the triumphant warrior has possession of the contested square. The winner of the battle can then make another move. The game is over when you capture and destroy VARLOC, or when your own Wizard is destroyed.

VARLOC is, ultimately, a test of your reasoning powers, reflexes, and skill. The challenge is great, but if you use your resources wisely and the magic works for you, you may triumph!
You have 16 warriors, including your Wizard, at your command, as does
the computer. Each warrior has a specific set of moves and possesses
certain powers for attacking or defending against an opponent. In
addition, some warriors are capable of magical transformations, and,
during a battle sequence, they become deadly creatures — such as a giant
spider, a ferocious bat, and a deadly snake. The Wizard and the Sorcerer’s
Apprentice also change into any of the other warriors. Before engaging in
action, become familiar with each of your warriors, their possible moves
around the board, and their combatant abilities.

**The Wizard**

Although the Wizard can only
move one square at a time (in any
direction), he is the most powerful
of all the warriors. During the
battle sequence, the Wizard
changes into any other warrior or
into 1 of 3 deadly creatures to
eliminate an opponent. You can
choose the creature or warrior you
want your Wizard to become.
VARLOC always transforms himself
without letting you know his
intentions. What’s more, the
Wizard can transform any number
of times during the battle sequence.
However, between transformations,
the Wizard is defenseless and completely vulnerable. (The period
between transformations lasts about 2 seconds.)

After entering the battlefield, the question, PIECE?, appears on the left
side of the screen. Make your Wizard convert into the creatures and
warriors below by pressing the appropriate key:

1. Bat
2. Spider
3. Snake
4. Minotaur
5. Archer
6. Knight
7. Dwarf
8. Troll
The Witch

The Witch’s mobility and transformation powers make her one of the deadliest warriors. The Witch is free to move any number of squares in any vertical, horizontal, or diagonal direction. After entering the battlefield, the question, PIECE?, appears on the left side of the screen. Press the appropriate key to change your Witch into any of the following creatures:

1. Bat
2. Spider
3. Snake

Like the Wizard, the Witch can change any number of times during battle but is highly vulnerable during transformations (for about 2 seconds).

The Sorcerer’s Apprentice

The Sorcerer’s Apprentice moves 1 or 2 squares in any vertical, horizontal, or diagonal direction. The Apprentice’s transformation powers are somewhat limited. Upon entering the battlefield, the Sorcerer’s Apprentice changes randomly into the Bat, Spider, Snake, Minotaur, Archer, Knight, Dwarf, or Troll. You have no control over which creature or warrior your Sorcerer’s Apprentice becomes.
The Minotaur

The Minotaur can move any number of squares in either a vertical or horizontal direction. The Minotaur is highly maneuverable and it disposes of opponents by ramming into them. Chase an opponent by maneuvering the joystick. To ram, press the fire button.
The Knights

The Knights possess great agility and quickness. Knights have the option to move either 1 square in any vertical or horizontal direction or to jump 2 squares in any diagonal direction. Knights can fend off frontal attacks with a shield or slice opponents with a sword. However, you can activate only one device at a time. Press the space bar alternately to switch between the shield and the sword. Then press the fire button to shield against an attack or to thrust the sword.

The Archers

Archers can only move 1 square at a time in any direction. (You command 2 Archers.) Despite their limited mobility, Archers are equipped with a bow and an unlimited supply of arrows. This represents a serious threat to any opponent. The Archer can pierce adversaries from a great distance. To shoot an arrow, use the joystick to line up the bow with the target, and then press the fire button. Before shooting another arrow, you must wait until the previous arrow disappears.
The Trolls

There are 4 Trolls at VARLOC’S and your command. Trolls can move only one square at a time in any vertical or horizontal direction. A Troll smashes opponents with a heavy club. Move a Troll around the battlefield with the joystick, and press the fire button to swing the club.

The Dwarfs

Dwarfs can move only 1 square at a time in any diagonal direction. Small, but not without a few tricks, the 4 Dwarfs can disappear at will, then reappear wielding a sharp axe — unsuspecting opponents beware! To make a Dwarf disappear, press the space bar. The Dwarf reappears in a few seconds. Move the Dwarf around the battlefield with the joystick. The word, DWARF, flashes at the bottom of the screen while the Dwarf is invisible. To swing the Dwarf’s axe, wait until the Dwarf reappears, and then press the fire button. (Dwarfs must be visible before they can attack.)
The Bat, the Snake, and the Spider

The previous section describes the powers and abilities of the warriors. In addition, there are those deadly creatures into which the Wizard, the Witch, and the Apprentice can change — the Bat, the Snake, and the Spider.

The Bat flies with great agility and speed. Its sharp fangs can tear any opponent apart. To attack, maneuver the Bat with the joystick. When close to the adversary, press the fire button to bite.

The Snake is an elusive combatant that strikes opponents with lightning speed. Its strike range is larger than that of the Troll’s club, the Knight’s sword, or the Dwarf’s axe. Move the Snake around the battlefield with the joystick. To strike, press the fire button.

The Spider stings opponents by hopping and then landing on top of them. While in the air, the Spider is invulnerable to arrows, swords, clubs, and axes. Hopping is accomplished by pressing the fire button. The direction and distance of the hop is controlled with the joystick.

GAME CONTROLS

While playing VARLOC, you can pause, restart the game, turn the sound on or off, and even change display colors.

Press [BREAK] to pause the game. Press [BREAK] again to resume playing.

Press [I] to restart a game (from the beginning).

Press [C] to change display colors.

Press [V] to turn the sound off. Press [V] again to turn the sound on.
# APPENDIX — THE WARRIORS’ APPEARANCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>This Warrior</th>
<th>Appears This Way on the Board</th>
<th>Appears This Way on the Battlefield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Wizard</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Triangle with star" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Bat" /> <img src="image" alt="Minotaur" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sorcerer’s Apprentice</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Triangle" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Spider" /> <img src="image" alt="Archer" /> <img src="image" alt="Knight" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Witch</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Triangle with fork" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Bat" /> <img src="image" alt="Minotaur" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Minotaur</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Minotaur" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Bat" /> <img src="image" alt="Minotaur" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Knights</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Knight" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Minotaur" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Archers</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Archers" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Minotaur" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dwarfs</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Dwarfs" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Minotaur" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Trolls</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Trolls" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Minotaur" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VARLOC is a game of mind, muscle, and magic. Match forces against VARLOC, the computer’s evil Wizard and his legion of magical warriors. These include a wrathful Witch, an undisciplined Sorcerer’s Apprentice, a malevolent Minotaur, a duo of adept Archers, 2 nefarious Knights, 4 disappearing Dwarfs, and a quartet of terrible Trolls. You must rely on your intellect, fighting ability, and even a bit of hocus pocus as you hope to put an end to VARLOC’s reign of terror.

Like chess, you play VARLOC on a game board consisting of 8 squares by 8 squares. Each warrior in VARLOC has a set range of moves and individual magical powers. When you challenge an adversary for possession of a square, you enter a three-dimensional, floating battlefield. This is where the decisive confrontation between 2 warriors unfolds.

To play VARLOC, you need:

- Tandy® Color Computer with 64K memory
- TV (color recommended)
- One disk drive
- A joystick

Add even more excitement with:

- Multi-Pack Interface
- Sound/Speech Cartridge